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Video status song

Can you believe that the second decade of the 2000s is almost over? As we prepare to throw the taps and greet the 2010s and late 2019, people are looking back at some of the highlights of the past decade. Music recaps are trendy as they consider new artists, new technologies, and
some of the biggest bops and flops of the past decade. Do you think you can guess which hit was the hottest song between 2010 and today? That's what an authority has to say. Bruno Mars | Photo by John Shearer/Getty Images Billboard names the 2010s winner song When it compiles its
list of which songs have made musical history, Billboard named Uptown Funk! as the number one Hot 100 hit of the 2010s. Mark Ronson's 2015 song features the talented Bruno Mars and, according to the release, remained on the charts for 14 consecutive weeks. CBS News notes that this
is the first time Ronson has been credited as an artist for one of his tracks, and was one of Amy Winehouse's greatest collaborators when she was alive. Ronson co-wrote and co-produced Uptown Funk with Mars and Jeff Bhasker for his album Uptown Special, and once admitted that he
wasn't sure the song would happen. In an interview with NPR in 2015, he said all three were on fire when they first came together to work on the song, but struggled after writing the first part. He had a particularly difficult time getting his guitar melody right. Maybe this song wasn't supposed
to be. I'd wait maybe a month before everyone's nerves cooled down and say, 'Hey, can we come back and try to work on that song again?' In the end, we got him. What other songs have surpassed 'Hot 100' of the decade? According to their list, LMFAO's Party Rock Anthem took second
place and Ed Sheeran's Shape of You followed at number three. At four: Closer by the Chainsmokers and Maroon 5 sits at number 5 with Girls Like You. This list is separate from streaming hits, because the number one streaming song of the decade was PSY's Gangnam Style. Remember
that? As Billboard did its calculations for this period of time Billboard notes that in early 2010, it was still using metrics based on album sales. The new technology has made it necessary to adapt, so the Hot 100 charts take into account album sales, digital downloads, and radio playback.
That's how Uptown Funk claimed the title for number one. Other songs such as Somebody That I Used to Know by Gotye and Kimbra, Rihanna's We Found Love and the immortal Old Town Road also made the top 10 Hot 100, but none could reach uptown funk's dominance. The tallies
were calculated from a range of dates from December 2009 to September 2019 and include most popular in the United States during that period of time. Billboard released the list in its entirety in its November 16 issue. If you want to delve deeper into the hottest albums and streaming
singles of the 2010s, get a copy. You won't be surprised to know that Adele Adele It peaked at number one on the Hot 200s album list. Now, forward to the next decade and what awaits our ears. This weekend, at a Harvard Square nightclub, Belle Linda Halpern will sing her favorite
selections from several popular musicals, including Pirate Jenny from The Threepenny Opera and Something's Coming from West Side Story. Right now, though, he's helping me with a presentation - and I'm the one breaking into the song. Halpern, co-founder of Cambridge-based Ariel
Group, Inc., is a skilled cabaret singer who performs at least once a month. The rest of the time he trains businesspeople on how to present more effectively by communicating more emotionally. We follow your train though and admire you for your logic. But we want to connect with you as a
person, we need to see what you think of things. I turned to Halpern for advice on a speech I had to deliver to 80 people. I realized that it was a well-structured presentation, so well structured that my audience could plan exactly when to fall asleep. Introduction. Point one. Point two.
Conclusion. Pass the NoDoz file. I thought I needed professional help. After listening to me, Halpern agreed. First, he said, I needed more animation. Instead of using logic to make transitions (Now that you understand my first point, let me move on to my second.) I should use expressive
hand gestures and add emotional colors to my face. I'm not suggesting you're flamboyant, Halpern advised, but we need to see what you think of things. So we tried an exercise. Halpern assigned me a topic (my neighborhood) and asked me to start talking. Every 10 seconds he called a
different emotion – love, hate, humility, happiness – for which I made an expressive transition. (I love people and the sense of history in my neighborhood. I hate it when I learn about a crime on my block.) Over and over again, Halpern pushed me to communicate with instruments other than
my voice. If I were deaf - or in the second row - I should know from your body language what you're talking about, he explained. In fact, my voice was the next big challenge. Describing my voice as monotonous assumes it has a tone in the first place. It was time for another exercise, this
one involving Shakespeare. Halpern asked me to recite a four-line passage from The Tempest, adopting a different voice for each line. Don't get lost (Ethel Merman screams across the street); The island is full of noises (Seinfeld's high speaker whispering in your ear), Sweet Sounds and
Airs (James Earl Jones yawns), Which give joy and don't hurt (Kenneth Branagh plays a king). The idea, he explained, is to stretch the voice in the same way that you stretch an elastic band. It hooks back, but it's more than before stretching it. The biggest problem, however, was my
reluctance to stop – a common presentation flaw. I would make a point and then rush into the examples without letting the point sink. I know that that it seems like a gigantic amount of time when you're up there, sympathizes with Halpern, but for the audience, a break of a few seconds is
generous. He says: I think this is important enough to give you a moment to take it. When I can't stand the silence, he added, I should take a few steps around the stage or grab a drink of water. Whatever I do, the goal is the same: just stop talking. We finished our crash course revisiting my
original presentation. Who would have thought it could be so engaging? Introduction. Break. Scary face. Loud voice. Point one. Break. Hands excited. Loud voice. Point two. Break. Final. Applause, Siskel and Ebert, where are you? Contact Belle Linda Halpern at arielgroup@aol.com.
Picture: Parkwood Entertainment / Columbia Records On September 4, 1981, the music world was changed forever. This is the day the pop icon and R&amp;B legend, Beyoncé Giselle Knowles, was born. As a child, it was clear that she was destined for stardom. In fact, the young musician
began to focus on her singing when she was only 7 years old. After having her big break up with Destiny's Child, Beyoncé went on to win awards after award and collaborated with other big names in the industry. He then released a staggering six solo albums that debuted at the top of the
music charts. And we're sure there will be more to come! Beyoncé's success made her a household name a long time ago, but how much do you really know about the singer's discography? Are you able to recognize his music videos based on the setting, costume or who else is in the
video? If you consider yourself an expert on Beyoncé, then it's time to test yourself through the questions in this quiz. From Dangerously in Love to Lemonade and every album in between, this quiz will look at Queen B's extensive videography and push your Beyhive knowledge to the limit.
Will your results be fierce or will you fail? CURIOSITY Can you identify Taylor Swift's song from a screenshot of the music video? Quiz of 7 minutes 7 min TRIVIA Can you name the song K-Pop from a screenshot of the music video? Quiz 7 minutes 7 minutes TRIVIA Can you guess the
meaning of these words found in Beyoncé songs? Quiz 7 minutes 7 minutes CURIOSITY Can you match Lady Gaga's song with a screenshot of the music video? Quiz 7 minutes 7 minutes CURIOSITY Can you match the theme song to the TV show of the 60s? 6-minute quiz TRIVIA Drive
or die for Lana Del Rey if you can identify these 5-minute quiz music videos 5 minutes TRIVIA Can you finish all these Beyoncé lyrics? 7 min quiz 7 min TRIVIA HARD Can you name the original song if we give you the lyrics of KIDZ BOP? 7 minute quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Which 80s
song is your theme song? Quiz 5 minutes 5 min TRIVIA You can name these videos of the 1980s from a screenshot? 7 Minutes Quiz 7 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here
to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable and easy-to-understand website about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, compelling photography, and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things
work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Subscribe, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are
13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a company system1
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